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Robometrics™ Framework 
Deployment Manual 

Robometrics framework offers two approaches in which to utilize the underlying software in 

practice: software platform installation and an integrated device deployment. This duality provides 

for the maximum flexibility in different applications and in each case can be further be adapted for 

particular needs and idiosyncrasies of the user environment.  

 Option 1: Robometrics™ as a Software Platform, deployed in two flavors: 

o Robometrics™ as a Service (RaaS) 

o Robometrics™-on-Premise (RoP) 

 Option 2: A fully self-contained embedded copy of a Robometrics™ framework on a device. 

o The latter option can be deployed and tailored for running on a custom-purpose 

device, with an ability to be directly used in cameras, drones, autonomous cars or 

other custom-purpose robots. 

Robometrics framework furthermore supports a parameter-based search which can incorporate a 

combination of Style, Mood and custom parameters based on a weighted formula. Each of the 

deployments supports this option to expand framework features. 

Making API Calls 

Language Call 

Python import json, requests 

url = 'https://api.skive.it/videos/upload' 

 

params = dict( 

  client_id='CLIENT_ID', 

  client_secret='CLIENT_SECRET', 

  v='20170801', 

  ll='40.7243,-74.0018', 

) 

resp = requests.get(url=url, params=params) 

data = json.loads(resp.text) 

 

cURL curl -X GET -G \ 

  'https://api.skive.it/videos/upload' \ 

    -d client_id="CLIENT_ID" \ 

    -d client_secret="CLIENT_SECRET" \ 

    -d v="20170801" \ 

    -d lonlat="40.7243,-74.0018" \ 
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1. Robometrics as a Software Platform 

 

 

 

 

 

The client can supply video data generated by their application and receive back information including 

Style, Mood and any other Custom metrics as defined by the user. They can further enable/customize 

the data used for processing and specify and augment the metrics they wish to receive instead of the 

available default. Additional analysis can be introduced at any time seamlessly augmenting the model; 

configuration file guides much of the interaction. 

Configuration file 

A configuration file can be set in a profile of a user to determine default values, settings, location. The 

URL is https://api.skive.it/user/configuration where a user request or configure all of their relevant 

preferences and settings. The file is stored in JSON form on local drive (in 2nd option with on-premise 

deployment only) location and can be edited manually within the local installation. All settings, including 

the default values referenced in the manual can be viewed and changed in the configuration file for 

each user.  

Parameter Name Parameter Example Parameter Description 

Permission Vid1.mp4={user1} Permit (another user, user1) to use 

this video in their analysis. 

Format Mp4 Optional. Preferred format of 

uploaded video (assumed default) 

Frequency Style={1sec} Optional. Frequency of refresh for 

streaming video (includes style, 

mood, and custom metrics) 

Metric Feeling,True Define a new custom metric 

category for that user. Boolean flag 

(T/F) identifies it as public/private. 

Application 

Hardware 

Robometrics™ 
Server 

Cloud Deployment 
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a. Robometrics as a Service Deployment 

Supplying Video Input for Analysis 

There are two different ways to supply video data to the server in order to collect the feedback 

evaluation from the server framework. Videos can be uploaded as a single unit (e.g., a short video up to 

10-15 seconds in any format). Single videos can be uploaded at the API GET 

https://api.skive.it/videos/upload using CLIENT_SECRET value; once the video is uploaded, received and 

processed, the server will respond with Style and Mood value by default (possible values are discussed 

in Appendix A). This information can then be used by client application as desired. 

The second corresponding mechanism for remotely uploading video to a server is streaming 

(continuous) video input. In that case, rather than having a single video, the framework will be given 

access to a video stream that continuously sends video data to the Robometrics™ server. The video 

stream can be specified in JSON format at the following link POST https://api.skive.it/videos/setstream. 

The server then generates a response on a continuous basis (Style and Mood by default and custom-

specified fields as requested or set). The output can be collected at GET 

https://api.skive.it/videos/getstream with refresh rate of current setting configurable to a preferred 

value (default setting of every 5 seconds which can be changed in a configuration file or with supplied 

parameters here). All of the requested outputs are generated as per configuration settings, including 

Style, Mood and custom trained values. 

Parameter Name Parameter Example Parameter Description 

Lonlat 39.45,27.2 Required, the longitude and latitude of 

the video location. 

Spath http://XYZ.com/stream1 Required, the streaming path at which 

the video is positioned. The path 

(stream1 in this case will be the video 

identifier for other requests) 

Update stream1,{5sec} Optional. Change the default refresh 

metric calculation for that video 

Stop stream1 Optional. Stop streaming and processing 

the video with the given ID. 
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Receiving Metrics Back 

For remote uploading of the video, the request (https://api.skive.it/videos/upload) will return a JSON 

dictionary with Style, Mood and any other custom-specified metrics that were defined by the user. The 

metrics can be accessed at any time or explicitly requested by ID. If the user has access to other user’s 

videos, they can request them in the same fashion as their own. 

For a streaming video upload, the current information about Style, Mood or other custom-specified 

metrics can be accessed at https://api.skive.it/videos/seestream at any time. As the video stream is 

continuous, the https://api.skive.it/videos/seestream link will contain the most recent analysis from the 

server. The results will refresh automatically based on the specified refresh rate (either the default user 

configuration or the video-specific setting as described above). However, note that in order to receive a 

value that was updated interim, another request has to be made to the server. 

 

Parameter Name Parameter Example Parameter Description 

MLAlg nn Optional: NN=Neural Network, DT = Decision Tree, 

H = Hybrid (default) 

Msubs {Mood} Optional. Request a particular value (style, mood 

or custom option) instead of all by default. 

Subscribe http://XYZ.com/receive Optional. Subscribe to the streaming analysis 

update. Server will upload information to the 

destination at the rate of refresh. 

Priority {high} Optional. Specifies the relative processing priority 

of the stream in context with other streams. 

 

Generating Custom Metrics 

Users may upload their own data and specify their own metrics in addition to the Style and Mood that 

the server generates. The process is very similar to regular video upload with very minor adjustments for 

this use case. Specifically, the user can upload a video at https://api.skive.it/videos/custupload with 

parameters specifying the type of the category of the metric to be evaluated. The parameters shall 

specify the category of the metric, the particular value and any other pertinent information (described 

below in this subsection) 

In order to pre-train the model for custom metrics, the following two things must be specified: 

1. A bulk-load of the videos which will be used for bootstrapping (different from eventual iterative 

unsupervised training later) and inference. The videos can be supplied via an Amazon S3 or 

https://api.skive.it/videos/seestream
https://api.skive.it/videos/custupload
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other accessible location. The same API (https://api.skive.it/videos/custupload) can be given a 

link to the location where videos can be downloaded for processing. 

2. A bulk collection of metric values in a JSON dictionary. Keys in the dictionary must correspond to 

the name of the file (case sensitive), and the corresponding value must be the particular metric 

that the user wishes to deploy (single value). The same API can also be used to supply the 

dictionary to match the videos. 

Once the videos and corresponding metric have been specified, the GET API call can be used to request 

progress on bootstrapping, returning the percentage of pre-processing done. After the percentage of 

analysis performed towards pre-processing reaches 100%, the new metric can be queried together with 

Mood, Style and other metrics. 

 

Parameter Name Parameter Example Parameter Description 

Bupload s3://…aws…/xyzvids Required. The location at which videos can be 

downloaded for subsequent analysis. The videos 

are stored at the default location of custom train. 

Buploadset {vid1:’Curious’}, 

s3://…aws…/vidDict 

Required. A video can have its custom metric value 

set individually or as a dictionary link. 

Setloc {train2} Change the current location of where the bulk 

videos are uploaded and where training is 

accessing them by default. 

Psetting {Feeling} Optional. Finish preprocessing for some of the 

custom parameters first – by default all of the 

metrics are preprocessed in tandem. 

MLAlg nn Optional: NN=Neural Network, DT = Decision Tree, 

H = Hybrid (default) 

 

The custom metric can consist of any value; the underlying framework will automatically interpret 

process and generate a predictive model for given values. One example that has been previously used 

with great success in our applications is a “Feeling” measure that corresponds to a human emotional 

reaction to the data. Relatively few training values are required in order to proceed with the analysis – 

and once initialized, the model will automatically adjust its prediction as it runs. 

 

https://api.skive.it/videos/custupload
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b. Robometrics on-premise Deployment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A more flexible and extended version of using the Robomterics™ framework is by deploying and 

bootstrapping it at a local network server instead of relying on it as a remote server. The API and 

protocols remain the same as in the RaaS setup described earlier, thus this manual primarily discusses 

the installation process and necessary configuration details to get the server running on local 

deployment. Remote connection is not required (although can optionally be enabled to report 

diagnostics and other debug information). 

Installation process 

When setting up the framework on the local machine, a simple installation package can be used to 

automatically setup all of the components. 

 

A configuration file must be created (the installer will not proceed without one) to supply all of the 

pertinent parameters described earlier. The configuration file can be specified in command line (default 

is config.txt in local directory). The file should contain a valid JSON dictionary, where each key will refer 

to a known parameter and the values correspond to settings developed via an API above. An unknown 

key will be ignored by the installer. (Furthermore, please make sure that the installer has sufficient 

permissions on the system to proceed) 

Hardware requirements 

The framework can be deployed on any Linux/Unix based platform and requires the following software: 

Python (version 2.7+, no special libraries or re-compilation required) 

FFmpeg (version 3.1 at least). Use lower default version at your own risk. Although the framework code 

will not require it per se, many of the videos, particularly recent iPhoneX devices will encode video in 

newer format not recognized by old FFmpeg. 

Application 

Hardware 

Robometrics™ Server 
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Webserver (any). The API presented in earlier section will require a functional webserver for 

communication. The webserver does not have to be fully configured only local communication within 

the company deployment will be required. 

The performance of the back-end code automatically scales to accommodate the underlying hardware. 

The configuration API can be used to override the default setting and using more or less resources as 

necessary. 

The installation will ask the necessary questions along the way and create an internal user configuration 

file. The internal file will follow the same API as above for communication and settings; however, that 

new configuration file can be edited manually. 

 

IMPORTANT: Note that by default the API will allow communication without specifying a 

CLIENT_SECRET. This is a likely useful and common feature on internal network. However, if you wish to 

restrict access within the internal network, please disable that feature in the configuration file. 

Searching for Videos 

A similar API can be leveraged to search within the videos owned by the user. It can furthermore be 

possible to share ones videos with other users. Using the API GET https://api.skive.it/videos/search, the 

following parameters can be applied: 

Parameter Name Parameter Example Parameter Description 

Lonlat 39.45,27.2 Required, the longitude and latitude 

of the search target. 

S Rustic Optional, the style for the target 

search 

M Lively Optional, the mood for the target 

search 

C [Emotional, Curious] Optional, the list of custom metrics 

that were previously specified and 

pre-trained (see Section on 

generating custom metrics) 

 

 

https://api.skive.it/videos/search
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2. Robometrics™ as an Embedded System 

 

Any embedded platform, including both x86 and other specialized custom robot devices (e.g., Raspberry 

Pi or drones or cameras) can deploy the Robometrics™ framework successfully. All you need is the 

Unix/Linux based platform that supports the minimal requirements described earlier. 

The install script requires a single flag –embedded which will automatically install lower-overhead 

versions of routines where possible and change the default configuration to use fewer resources. The 
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configuration file can be manually adjusted (in the same manner as other environments) to use more 

resources if the host device is capable of that. 

3. Robometrics™ on a Chip 

From user perspective, usage of custom-adapted chip does not impose a significant different. The API 

remains effectively the same, with changes confined to the hardware design and tighter integration with 

chip processing. 

The chip is to be designed according to hardware specific (power capacity, security needs and 

integration targets). Contact us at robometrics-support@skive.it to discuss your specifications. 

 

Appendix A  
The Cloud-based framework has pre-built knowledge and support of determining Style and Mood values 

for video input. Thus, any uploaded video can automatically be evaluated in these terms even without 

supplying any custom training or label information. The available Styles and Moods are: 

STYLES: Retro, Contemporary, Practical, Cozy, European, Rustic, Asian, Hip, Vintage 

MOODS: Lively, Relaxing, Romantic 
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